
WILLING TO UNDERGO A SNAKE MASSAGE?

Not everybody is satisfied with usual treatments like Thai massage. Some people
love extremes and of course, as there is the demand there is also the offer. There
are many spas that specialize in various exotic and sometimes even strange
treatments.

Spas are definitely highly popular destinations if one wants to relax. Various spas offer various
treatments and the offer is really wide. A spa-goer can visit a resort that provides several healing
procedures - they can drink curative waters or have a massage done.

In fact, there are two main types of spas; the first type is a spa where you are examined by a
physician and than cured. The other group of spas offers you just pampering, which is also very
important as it helps to relieve the stress. These days, going to spas is a kind of lifestyle. Some spas
even aim to teach the kids about healthy lifestyle which includes nutritious cuisine, health education
classes, fitness workout rooms and many more.

 

Not everybody is satisfied with usual treatments like Thai massage. Some people love extremes and
of course, as there is the demand there is also the offer. There are many spas that specialize in
various exotic and sometimes even strange treatments. In Northern Israel therapist Ada Barak
performs snake massage.

She puts six non-venomous serpents on clients’ aching muscles and their movement over the client’s
body should be very relieving. The snake treatment can be obviously quite stressful. The Beer
Therapy on the other hand is undoubtedly relaxing. A client baths in a tub full of active beer yeast
and a mixture of crushed herbs.

This treatment is offered in the beer country - the Czech Republic. At Rome Cavalieri Hilton’s Grand
Spa visitors may choose Caviar Facial. Their face is than covered with caviar. A really strange
treatment is the Nightingale Dropping Facial. The nightingale excrements are full of enzymes that
help to heal skin. This practice originates in old Japan where the dehydrated droppings were used
for centuries by geishas.

There are also many other special treatments like Cactus Massage, Aura-Soma Color Reading or
Perscentoelogy. All those unique treatments are naturally more expensive than the usual ones but
for some they are worth the price.
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